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FOUNDATION LEVEL ENGLISH [Certificate/Diploma Levels]
UNSTRUCTURED GAP-FILL [Pair/Group] EXERCISE – 06
NAME:
LECTURE GROUP:
SCORE:
/20
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Please write your answers (either a word or a phrase) in the space left below, you must discuss the answers with your
own group(s) and prepare to tell the Tutor WHY you have chosen that answer ☺

TITLE?__________________________________________________
__1__ enjoys staying in a hospital. Being warded in a hospital __2__ often be a
depressing and lonely experience. At a hospital in Malaysia, a group of women try to bring
some __3__ to the patients. Those who have __4__ to this hospital may have seen women
dressed in pink overalls walking about the hospital wards. These women are __5__ the Pink
Angels. They get their name when a patient commented that they looked like angels in pink
and __6__ then they have been referred to as the Pink Angels.
The Pink Angels are __7__ workers who try their best to cheer up the patients in any
way they can. They go __8__ the wards helping or just lending an __9__ to those who want
company. The voluntary __10__ was launched last year and it is the only resident
organisation of its kind in this country.
A large __11__ of the ‘angels’ are career women and retired nurses. Several of them
are also mothers with their __12__ families. There is __13__ a 71-year-old woman in the
group and she has __14__ doing this kind of work for the past 20 years!
One of the projects the Pink Angels are __15__ in is its Fund for Children with
Cancer. Children with cancer need special __16__ and this can sometimes cost as much as
RM 500 per session. For the poor this is a __17__, becoming a choice between life and
death. The project provides __18__ aid to a number of cancerous children.
The Pink Angels raise __19__ in a number of ways like organizing charity dinners
and children’s fashion shows. And at the end of the day, all of that money goes __20__
helping those who really need it. The Pink Angels are truly good angels!
* Adapted from ‘The Star’ Newspaper
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